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1. Introduction
Autonomous vehicles could drastically improve
the safety on the road, but they might be use-
less if people doesn’t accept them [6]. When an
ADAS takes control on the vehicle, it works au-
tonomously from the driver, and this could be a
trust issue, since drivers are used to have com-
plete control on the car. For this reason it is
essential to develop a model of driver “human-
like” for 2 reasons:

1. Drivers may accept more easily an au-
tonomous driver if it is expected to behave
similarly to what they would also do during
driving.

2. A model “human-like” could be useful to
create environments of simulation in which
autonomous vehicles interact with vehicles
that behave in a similar way to real vehicles
present on the road, driven by real drivers.

Since it’s very useful to develop this model of
driver, it’s of fundamental importance to charac-
terise the driving style of drivers with numbers
and parameters, so that an algorithm has the
basics to reproduce it. To do so, first it’s essen-
tial to develop a model of perception of drivers.
This is the starting point for the development
of this thesis. To obtain this result, it is essen-

tial to employ a driving simulator like the one of
Politecnico di Milano [4].
A driving simulator, thanks to its character-
istics, it’s particularly suitable to study au-
tonomous vehicles (ADAS), because in first
analysis they can be tested in a controlled en-
vironment and in complete safety. Autonomous
vehicles can provide more safety compared to
normal cars, in particular the active protection,
since they work to prevent accidents. They gain
information about the environment around the
car with cameras, infrared, lidar, lane sensors
and so on. All these sensors give information to
the ECU, that can take decisions and intervene.
For this reason, a driving simulator is quite use-
ful in this sense, since the control strategy at the
core of the ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems) can be applied in a virtual environ-
ment, to study how it will perform, what deci-
sions will take etc. The driving simulator offers
repeatability to each test, and so consistency in
the initial conditions and external factors, which
is fundamental in experimental research.

2. Preparation of the tests
To reach the goal proposed, it is essential to con-
duct tests at the simulator to gain information
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on the perception of drivers. For this reason a
total of 6 scenarios were created using the soft-
ware RoadRunner [2].

Figure 1: The 3rd scenario

Figure 2: The 6th scenario

The 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th scenarios are similar in
appearance, they just change in the number and
position of cars. In the 1st scenario, there’s one
car that passes in front of the driver, for 3 dif-
ferent speeds and longitudinal distances. With
this test it’s possible to evaluate the width of the
field of view of drivers. In the 2nd scenario, there
is a parked car that disappears after some time,
and drivers have to stop there. In this test it’s
evaluated the ability of drivers to estimate the
position of vehicles. In the 3rd scenario (figure
1) there are 6 cars entering the field of view of
drivers from both sides. This test allows to es-
tablish what are the main factors that influence
the priority of perception of the cars: speed or
distance. In the 4th scenario, a car moves in
front of drivers, disappears for some time and
then reappears again. This test allows to estab-
lish the ability of drivers to estimate correctly
the speed of a moving car.
The 5th and 6th scenarios are different. The 5th

is a long straight road with double lane. Drivers
experience 6 different sub-cases with cars parked
and cars moving along the opposite lane. In this
case it’s evaluated the probability that a driver
looks in front of the car or in other directions.
The 6th scenario (figure 2), is an intersection.

Drivers experience 4 sub-scenarios, with cars ap-
proaching from both sides. Just like in the pre-
vious scenario, this test has the target to know
where a driver looks mainly when performing a
left turn maneuver in an intersection. To gain
information from the 4th, 5th and 6th scenarios,
during the tests drivers wear a special pair of
electronic glasses called "eye-tracker" that allow
to know exactly were drivers where looking.

3. Data collected
For the 1st scenario, when drivers see the car
approaching from the side, they press the stop
button, and so the last coordinate of the car rep-
resents the width of the field of view. For the 2nd

scenario, the data collected is the coordinate of
the parked car, and the coordinates where the
drivers stop. For the 3rd scenario, a question-
naire is compiled by drivers, ranking the order
at which they perceived the cars, from first to
last. These rankings are grouped together to
create histograms. For the 4th, 5th and 6th sce-
narios, it’s collected the files of the eye-tracker
and elaborated through its associated file. Then,
the files are imported to MATLAB [1], for the
final analysis.

4. Data processing
4.1. Scenario 1
From the 1st scenario, it emerged that the field
of view is approximately 45° wide, and increases
when the car approaches at higher speeds. This
trend was observed for all drivers.

Figure 3: Average angles for all participants

• The average angle of the field of view at 30
km/h is 48,24°, with a standard deviation
of 4,88.

• The average angle of the field of view at 70
km/h is 52,42°, with a standard deviation
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of 4,63.
• The average angle of the field of view at 110

km/h is 54,91°, with a standard deviation of
4,60.

4.2. Scenario 2

From the 2nd scenario it emerged that generally
drivers underestimate the position and angular
position of parked cars.

Figure 4: Error on distance

From the 2nd scenario it emerged that generally
drivers underestimate the position and angular
position of parked cars. It’s also possible to see
that generally drivers commit a lower error on
the angle, compared to the distance. The max
error for the distance is of 74,43 %, while the
max error for the angle is of 57,15 %.

Figure 5: Error on angular position

4.3. Scenario 3

From the 3rd scenario it was possible to un-
derstand that generally the distance has more
capacity than the speed to draw the attention
of drivers, since the preference is more concen-
trated on the distance and on the speed it is
more distributed.

Figure 6: Influence of distance on perception

Figure 7: Influence of speed on perception

4.4. Scenario 4

Regarding the 4th scenario, it emerged that
drivers generally overestimate the speed of cars.
In fact the major part of the errors are positive,
inside the bin 0 - 5 %. The errors usually don’t
exceed the limit of +-50 %, apart from a couple
of takes of the test which result in complete mis-
judgments. The speeds considered are of +-30
km/h, +-70 km/h and 110 km/h.

Figure 8: Estimated speeds
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4.5. Scenario 5
For this test it was required to create "masks"
to overlay on top of the registration of the test,
in which each area of the car is identified with
a different name. Thanks to the software of the
eye-tracker [5], it was possible to extract tables,
for each run of the test, in which is reported
where the driver looks each instant of time. Af-
ter some processing on MATLAB it was possible
to extrapolate a table indicating the total time
spent looking in each area. What emerged is
that generally drivers, for the most part, look to
the road in front of them, and occasionally to
the side mirror if they perform an overtake.

Figure 9: Sub-case with an overtake

In this case (figure 9) the driver looked to the left
side mirror (here indicated as lower left) 1 time
because it was required to perform an overtake.
The driver also looked 4 times to the road ahead
and 2 times to the dashboard.

Figure 10: Sub-case without overtake

It’s possible to notice that in other cases in
which no overtake is required, drivers just look
straight ahead and to the dashboard to check the
speed limit (figure 10). In this case the driver
looked 7 times to the road ahead and 6 times to
the dashboard.

4.6. Scenario 6

In this case a similar procedure to the 5th sce-
nario was adopted. In this case drivers approach
an intersection, stop at the sign, check that the
road is free and then take a left turn. Since
in this case drivers have to check on both sides
of the road, it is possible to see that differently
from the previous case, drivers look in different
areas much more frequently.

Figure 11: Results for the 6th sub-case

For example in this case (figure 11) the driver
looked 17 times on the road ahead,5 times to the
left window, 5 times to the right window and 11
times to the dashboard.

5. Model of perception
All the data collected from these tests made pos-
sible the creation of a model of perception of
drivers. In particular, this model is focused to
reproduce the perception that real drivers have
of vehicles in their surroundings.

5.1. Field of view
This model, first of all, defines the field of view
of a vehicle. The field of view is shaped like an
isosceles triangle, with the vertex positioned at
the center of the car, the two sides inclined with
respect to the longitudinal direction with an an-
gle that depends on the speed. These angles are
the ones calculated from the first scenario:
• The average angle of the field of view at 30

km/h is equal to 48,24°.
• The average angle of the field of view at 70

km/h is equal to 52,42°.
• The average angle of the field of view at 110

km/h is equal to 54,91°.
The base of the triangle is positioned transver-
sal with respect to the car, in front of it, at a
distance
d=Vcar*Ld
Ld represents the look ahead distance, param-
eter used to describe how far away the driver
looks, in this case selected as 2,5 s.

5.2. Bias on distance and angle
This model calculates the field of view each in-
stant of time. It receives as input the coordi-
nates of the vehicles in their surrounding and
if they are inside the field of view the model
of perception of real driver is applied, otherwise
nothing happens. If the vehicles are inside the
field of view, the model applies a bias on the
distance and angular position of the cars, ex-
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ploiting the results obtained from the tests. To
create the bias on distance, the first thing to
do is to plot the errors on distance committed
by drivers. Then the distances are divided in
intervals of 20m each. Inside these intervals it
is calculated the 25th, 50th, 75th percentile, the
min and the max value, like in figure 12.

Figure 12: Percentiles for the distance

Now from these percentiles it is possible to cal-
culate 5 linear interpolations that start from the
origin. The reason is that for lower distances
the errors decrease. Since they pass fro the ori-
gin, they are characterized by just an angular
coefficient.

Figure 13: Linear interpolations on distance

These are the angular coefficients:
• m = -0,6003
• m = -0,3850
• m = -0,2586
• m = -0,1478
• m = +0,0719

The same procedure is repeated separately for
angles to the left and for the angles to the right.
They are considered in a separate way since
there isn’t a perfect symmetry.

Figure 14: Percentiles for right angles

Figure 15: Interpolations for right angles

These are the angular coefficients:
• m = -0,4401
• m = -0,1763
• m = -0,0206
• m = +0,0560
• m = +0,2474

Figure 16: Percentiles for left angles
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Figure 17: Interpolations for left angles

These are the angular coefficients:
• m = -0,3458
• m = -0,1720
• m = -0,0772
• m = +0,0090
• m = +0,1546

6. Application of the model of
perception

Before starting the simulation, a random num-
ber between 0 to 1 is chosen. This value will
select a linear interpolation for the distance and
the angles. A value of 0 means taking the lower
interpolation, a value of 1 will select the max in-
terpolation, a value of 0,5 will select the median
interpolation and so on. These values are then
sent to the Simulink [3] block of the model, that
calculates, based on the distance ego car-traffic
car, the bias to apply on the distance and angu-
lar position of the traffic car. It was applied the
model in a case of an average driver (so a coef-
ficient of 0,5) and the result is consistent with
the expectations: the model positioned the traf-
fic car closer to the ego car, at a lower angle of
positioning.

Figure 18: This is the ego car at the start of the
test

Figure 19: This is the bias applied to the dis-
tance

As it is possible to see, the bias applied is nega-
tive, since it reduces the distance, and progres-
sively decreases in magnitude since the ego car
gets closer to the traffic car.

Figure 20: This is the bias applied to the angle

Here it’s possible to notice that the same thing
happened to the angle: since the driver selected
underestimates the inclination,a positive rota-
tion is applied to the traffic car to put it closer
to the longitudinal direction. The magnitude of
the bias increases because when the ego car gets
closer, the traffic car goes progressively more to
the side.

Figure 21: This is the result of the model

Figure 21 shows, from the top, the result of the
application of the model. The white car is the
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traffic car unbiased. The black car is the traf-
fic car with the superimposition of the model of
perception. The green car is the ego car. The
perception is calculated with respect to this car.

7. Conclusions
This research has shown the possibilities offered
by a driving simulator to study in depth the
driving style of drivers and characterize them
through tests. It was possible to draw conclu-
sions on the visual perception of drivers regard-
ing: the depth of their field of view, the ability to
identify correctly the position of vehicles, what
parameters influence the most the perception,
what is the ability to estimate the speed of ve-
hicles and what are the main areas of interest of
drivers when facing common situations.
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